Abstract. Superconvergence for the lowest-order edge finite elements on strongly regular triangulation is studied. By the averaging technique, superconvergence of order O(h 2 ) is established at the midpoint of the interior edge for both the finite element solution and the curl of the finite element solution. Numerical results justifying our theoretical analysis are presented.
Introduction
Superconvergence of finite element methods (FEMs) has been an active research topic due to its strong relevance with a posteriori error estimations for the adaptive finite element method and most of the interest was devoted to elliptic and parabolic equations, see for example the surveys [2, 4, 7, 15, 25, 26] and the monographs [5, 9] . In regards to edge elements and their applications to Maxwell's equations, the superconvergence are limited. The first superconvergence result is due to Monk's 1994 work [23] for time-dependent Maxwell system. The integral identity technique was applied by Lin and Yan [20] to deal with the same problem once more. One order of superconvergent factor was obtained by them for k-th Nédélec elements on cubic meshes, which improved the result in [23] .
For 2-D Maxwell's equations, it was demonstrated that similar result remains true, seeing Lin [19] for the lowest order rectangular edge elements, Lin [17] for the second order rectangular edge elements and Brandts [3] for k-th triangular edge elements. Brandts' result was refined by Lin [18] in 2003: if the domain is rectangular, two order of superconvergent factor was derived for the k-th (k ≥ 1) Nédélec elements on the rectangular meshes. The Maxwell's equations in the aforementioned surveys were investigated in vacuum and the case of complicated medium can be also found in the literature, see for instance [16] where three popular dispersive media were considered. Note that the above mentioned results are all global superconvergence. Recently, superconvergence results at some special points are established by Huang and Li: the cubic center [14] , the rectangular center [11] , the midpoint of interior edge for uniform triangular mesh [13] (in these papers, the mixed FEM is used) and [10] (where the obtained superconvergence by FEM is utilized to construct an adaptive FEM method for cloaking simulation) and the midpoint of interior edge for uniform tetrahedral mesh [12] . For recent progress, we refer to the work of Chen [6] , Chung [8] and Qiao [24] . A new Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method, the Staggered Discontinuous Galerkin (SDG) method and the nonuniform mixed FEM were exploited, respectively.
The superconvergence analysis on strongly regular mesh is known to be much more complicated than that on uniform mesh. It has been shown by Chen [4] that there exists superconvergence for elliptic equations on strongly regular mesh. The main goal of this paper is to transfer the superconvergence result in [4] to Maxwell's equations. Piola transformation [21] , which is the covariant transformation for vector-fields, plays an essential role in our analysis.
We focus our analysis on time harmonic Maxwell's equations [10, 12, 22] :
∇×∇×u−κ Here, u represents the electric field in Ω, a Lipschitz polyhedron in R 2 . f stands for a given function related to the imposed current sources, which is assumed to be smooth enough. κ 0 indicates the wavenumber assumed to be real and positive and n denotes the outward unit normal vector field. Eq. (1.2) specifies a standard perfectly conducting boundary condition on the boundary of Ω. Let s ≥ 0. To obtain the weak formulation of (1.1)-(1.2), we introduce the following Sobolev spaces 
It is well-known that Eq. (1.3) is well-posed [21] , meaning that the problem has a unique solution unless κ 0 is an interior Maxwell eigenvalue for Ω.
To solve (1.3) by finite element method (FEM), we assume that Ω is partitioned by a family of strongly regular triangles Γ h with mesh size h. Its definition [4, 5] is as follows: Definition 1.1. A triangulation Γ h is strongly regular if any two adjacent triangles of Γ h form an O(h 2 ) approximate parallelogram, meaning that the lengths of any two opposite edges differ by O(h 2 ).
The finite element space for solving (1.3) are built by using piecewise polynomial functions. Let P k denote the standard space of polynomials of total degree less than or equal to k, and letP k denote homogeneous polynomials of total degree exactly k. Now we define S 1 ⊂ (P 1 ) 2 and R 1 ⊂ (P 1 ) 2 by
Following [21] , we introduce the following Nédélec's first type elements V 1 h and Nédélec's second type elements V 2 h :
Note that the basis functions in V 1 h consist of
where λ k is the barycentric coordinate at the k-th vertex of element K and k±1 permuted cyclically. It is known that the basis functions in V 2 h are formed by φ 1 k and
To approximate the functions in H 0 (curl;Ω), we define
With the above preparations, the FEM [21] for solving (1.3) is:
The optimal convergence rate and some fundamental error estimates have been obtained by Monk: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminaries are presented. And then the superconvergence at the middle point of interior edge for both Nédélec's interpolation and its curl are deduced. In Section 3, we use the superconvergence at the middle point of interior edge to derive the superconvergence for both the solution of (1.7) and its curl. The illustrative numerical examples justifying our analysis are presented in Section 4.
Analysis in elements
In this section, we derive some basic knowledge in the reference elementK shown in Fig. 1 (left) , the general element K with vertices A k (k=1,2,3) and a patch ω=K K ′ shown in Fig. 1 (right) . And we use these basic analysis to prove that the Nédélec's interpolation has one order higher convergence rates at the midpoint of interior edge in L ∞ norm for triangular linear edge elements (1.4) when strongly regular mesh is involved.
Preliminary lemmas inK
In this subsection, we present some preliminary lemmas inK. As shown in Fig. 1 (left) , let K have verticesÂ 1 (1,0),Â 2 (0,1),Â 3 (0,0) oriented counterclockwise and edges {ê k } 3 k=1 . Letλ k be the corresponding barycentric coordinate related toÂ k . Let us introduce some geometric parameters {ξ k } 3 k=1 and {η k } 3 k=1 :
where 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 and k±1 permuted cyclically. Denote
Now, let us give the expression of basis functionsφ 1 k andφ 2 k (similar to φ 1 k and φ 2 k in any element K) on the edgeê k ∈K (k = 1,2,3) by using the above notations. 
Similarly, we can obtainφ
Remark 2.1. We can also describeφ 1 k as follows:
LetÔ(x 0 ,ŷ 0 ) be the middle point of edgeê 1 . Let us denotê
Now, we present some integrals inK.
Lemma 2.2. Letf be a function defined inK. Then
Proof. Let us provef =x−x 0 and k = 2 as an example. Then
The others can be obtained similarly.
Preliminary lemmas in K
In this subsection, we state some simple analysis in K. As shown in Fig. 1 
4)
Moreover, the following quadrature formulas [5] 
Proof. One of identities in (2.9) follows from (2.5) and the fact
All the others follow from the same pattern.
Now for any u = (u 1 ,u 2 ) ∈ H(curl;K), we need to define the corresponding Nédélec
The second type Nédélec interpolation function
We refer to [21, Definition 5.33 and Definition 8.9] for the details on the two types of interpolation. Note that they were originally designed in the setting of 3-D space and it can be shown readily that it holds true for 2-D case. In Lemma 2.4, we present some identities for barycentric coordinates that are used in the proof of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.4.
Let λ n be as in (1.4) and
Proof. Let us just prove the case k = 2 and n = k−1 as an example.
The other cases can be proved similarly.
Let Π 1 h u and Π 2 h u be as defined in (2.10) and (2.11) respectively. Now, we present the relation between them. 
where the degrees of freedom (Dofs) are
Proof. (i) By definition, Π 1 h u can be written in the following form:
where c 1 k are the unknown DoFs. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that
It is clear that λ 2 +λ 3 = 1 and λ 1 = 0 on e 1 . This combined with (2.10) yields that
h u can be written in the following form:
are Dofs needed to be obtained. Now Lemma 2.4 and (2.11) gives
Note that the function q∈P 1 (e 1 ) (linear function on edge e 1 ) can be written as q=aλ 2 +bλ 3 (a, b are unknown constants). Substituting q into (2.13), we deduce that 
Now let us present another expression of u 1 k and u 2 k in (2.12).
Lemma 2.7. Let u 1 k be as in (2.12) . Assume u ∈ (C 3 (Ω)) 2 . Then it holds that
Proof. (i) From (2.12), we know
By the 1-th order Taylor expansion of u at O and Lemma 2.3, we conclude (i).
(ii) The 2-th order Taylor expansion of u u u at O together with Lemma 2.3 derive it.
Lemma 2.8. Let u 2 k be as in (2.12) .
Proof. From (2.12), we obtain
Lemma 2.3 and the 1-th order Taylor expansion of u at O conclude the lemma.
To derive the basis functions on general triangle K, we introduce the affine mapping F :K → K, which is given by x = B Kx +b K , forx ∈K. Note that the Nédélec basis function φ can be transformed by Piola transformation [21] : 
For clarity, we use it clearly in Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 2.9. Let {φ 1 k } 3 k=1 be as in (1.4) . They have the following explicit expression at the midpoint O:
Proof. By Remark 2.1, we obtainφ
follows from the same technique. By Lemma 1.2 in [13] , we obtain ∇×φ 
Due to Remark 2.1, the Taylor expansion ofφ 
Superconvergence analysis of Nédélec interpolation
In this subsection, we will present the superconvergence of Nédélec interpolation at the midpoint of the interior edge under the L ∞ norm. As shown in Fig. 1 (right) , let K be as in Subsection 2.2. The triangle K ′ has vertices A 4 (x 4 ,y 4 ), A 3 (x 3 ,y 3 ), A 2 (x 2 ,y 2 ) and corresponding local index 1 ′ ,2 ′ ,3 ′ , then the coordinates can be also presented as
3) and also give the relation between them: 
where c 1 23 
Now we deduce the superconvergence of Nédélec interpolation at O in L ∞ norm.
Lemma 2.11. Assume that
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.9, we obtain 
Similarly, it follows that
By Lemma 2.7 (i), we have
where M x k , M y k are denoted in (2.4). Similarly, we obtain 
Similarly, it holds that U y
. Substituting these estimates into (2.21), we obtain
Similarly, we can deduce
(ii) By Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.7 (ii), we get
By adding (2.22) and (2.23) together, we get
where
From (2.15), we have (2.25) where H ′ k is defined in (2.18). From (2.17), we obtain 
Superconvergence result
In this section, we shall derive a superconvergence result for finite element approximation u h ∈ V 1 h for problem (1.1)-(1.2). We begin with the following error estimate. 
(ii) ∂ŷφ
Proof. By the equivalence of norms on the reference element and Piola transformation, we have 
Proof. (i) From Lemma 2.8, (i) holds.
(ii) On e 23 , we obviously get the first result c 2 23
The second result can be obtained by Lemma 2.8, for example,
Subtracting (3.2) from (3.1), together with (2.17), we obtain u 2 2 −u ′2
The superclose result playing an essential role in the superconvergence relies on the following error estimate.
From Lemma 2.10, we obtain
Similarly, we get 
, where we use (2.3), Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. The others follow the same pattern.
In the following lemma, we present an important estimate. Fig. 1 (right) , let ω = K ∪K ′ be a patch sharing the common edge e 1 . Define
Lemma 3.4. As shown in
Proof. Denote 
This completes the proof.
Using the Stokes formula and the definition of Π 1 h u, it is easy to see that Lemma 3.5. [12] For all u ∈ H(curl;K) and a const q, we get
Proof. By the Piola transformation and norm equivalence in the reference element, we have
, which concludes the proof.
With the above analysis, we give an important estimate that will be used later.
Lemma 3.7. Let u and u h be the solution of (1.3) and (1.7), respectively. Denote
Proof. We begin with the identity
The first term ERR 1 can be estimated by Lemma 2.6 and
In order to estimate ERR 2 , we introduce the following notations. Let N denote the number of triangles in triangulation Γ h . Let I be the set of all interior edges. Let w l =K l ∪K ′ l be a patch sharing the common edge e l ∈ I (l is its global index). Let
where k is the local index. Then,
where we use fact that N = O(h −2 ) in the last step. Then, the lemma is concluded by substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.6).
From the above discussion, we obtain the following superclose result. 
Proof. It follows from (1.3) that
By Lemma 3.5, we obtain the first term EST 1 = 0. The second term EST 2 can be estimated by Lemma 3.7 in the following way:
The third term EST 3 can be estimated by Lemma 1.1 and we deduce that
. The proof is completed by Theorem 1.1 and substituting EST i (i = 1,2,3) into (3.9).
In order to obtain superconvergence result, we introduce some properties of gradient and curl operator in 2D. 
Proof. (i) For any v h ∈ V 1 h , using Piola transformation and the norm equivalence on the reference element, we have
By Theorem 2.11, we find that
which, together with (3.10) and triangular inequality, concludes (i).
(ii) By Lemma 3.8 and the norm equivalence on the reference element, we have
Let v h = Π 1 h u−u h . By Theorem 3.1, the definition of discrete l 2 norm and the fact
which, together with (3.11) and triangular inequality, concludes (ii). Next, we introduce that any convex quadrilateral can be partitioned by strongly regular mesh in the following way [5] : (i) a pair of opposite sides is equally divided into M equal parts and another pair is equally divided into N equal parts. (ii) let us connect these points of division by lines sequentially. After that we obtain M * N small quadrilaterals. (iii) A strongly regular triangulation for any convex quadrilateral is obtained , where e 1 is the interior edge sharing by the patch ω = K K ′ like Fig. 1 (right) . l 2 and l 3 are the lengths of edges e 2 , e 3 ∈ K. l ′ 2 and l ′ 3 are the lengths of edges e ′ 2 , e ′ 3 ∈ K ′ . Due to the following two reasons: (i) the true solution u we choose must satisfy ∇· u = 0 and (ii) the convergence theory was built on the PEC boundary condition (1.2), we just choose the true solution (4.1) and the square domain Ω = [−1,1] 2 to testify our superconvergence results on strongly regular mesh.
Numerical example
Finally, we resolve problem (1.7) on the strongly regular mesh shown in Fig. 4 . They are obtained by perturbing O(h 2 ) of the corresponding interior vertexes of the uniform mesh. The optimal error estimates are recorded in Table 3 , which is consistent with Theorem 1.1. The quality of the triangulation and superconvergence are shown in Table  4 . And we do observe superconvergence phenomenon for ||u−R R R(u h )|| l 2 and ||∇×u− R R R(∇×u h )|| l 2 in Table 4 , which justify superconvergence in Theorem 3.2. 
